Pulsar death line can be defined in P − P diagram. Traditionally, radio-loud pulsars are supposed to locate above the death line where is the radio-loud region. With the development of observational equipment, the observational properties of the neutron star are remarkably diverse. In P − P diagram, some of the special sources are radioquiet but lie above the death line. From the definition of the pulsar death line, different equation of states for neutron star or strange star results in different death lines. We discuss the influence of the equation of state on the pulsar death line and the possible link between different neutron star groups. The results show that central compact objects would be the small mass of self-bound strange stars, and rotating radio transients might be old pulsars on the verge of death. We suggest that PSR J2144-3933 is likely to be a large mass pulsar, which would be larger than 2.0M ⊙ . Multiple observational facts would help us to reveal the nature of pulsars.
INTRODUCTION
Radio pulsars are unique laboratories for a wide range of physics and astrophysics, which were compellingly identified as "classical" neutron star (NS) not long after their discovery (Glendenning 2000) . Its spin period P, and the period derivative P, can be obtained at very high levels of precision through timing measurements (Manchester et al. 2005) . Then the pulsars could be placed on the P− P plane, which is a useful starting point for understanding the diverse flavors of pulsars. Figure 1 shows the P − P diagram for the known radio pulsars with black dots.
It is generally realized that the radio emission from a pulsar originates from the production of electron-positron pairs in its magnetosphere (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Arons & Scharlemann 1979) . The magnetic field of a pulsar is rarely aligned with the spin axis, thus the observed pulses are produced by the lighthouse effect where the emission beam of the pulsar sweeps past our line of sight once per rotation. The pair-produced particles radiate energy, taking away the rotational energy. As the pulsar spins down and the unipolar potential drops, the accelerated particles achieve less energies and their subsequent curvature radiation or inverse Compton scattering photons are less energetic. Eventually, these electrons/positrons cannot ⋆ E-mail: zhouxia@xao.ac.cn (XZ) be pair-produced. No further pairs are ejected into the plasma, and the pulsar stops radio emission. A radio pulsar dies (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Arons & Scharlemann 1979) . That means the potential drop across the accelerator, ∆V, required for pair production exceeds the maximum one which can be achieved in the magnetosphere of a rotating pulsars, if the radio emission turned off. This maximum potential drop is written as (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975) :
where R is the radius of a pulsar, Ω is the angular velocity of the stars and c is the speed of light, B p is the polar magnetic field strength at pulsar surface, conventionally determined by (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983) B p = 1 sin α 3Ic 3 P P 2π 2 R 6 1/2 (2) where I is the moment of inertia and α is the inclination angle. As a consequence, the so-called radio pulsar death line is defined by setting ∆V = Φ max , which is a line in the P − P diagram and separates the pulsars that can support pair production in their inner magnetosphere from those that cannot (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Zhang et al. 2000; Zhang 2003) . As shown in Equations 1 and 2, the maximum potential drop is also related to the moment of inertia and radius of NS, which is determined by the equation of state (EoS) of NS matter. In Figure 1 , the death line is plotted with the typical parameters of NSs (M = 1.4M ⊙ , R = 10km) and constant potential drop 10 12 V. In fact, it is difficult to define an exact death line in the P − P diagram, due to many uncertainties inherited to the death line. When considering the influence of the frame-dragging effect on the inner gap model, a coefficient can be added to right of the equal sign in Equation 2 (Zhang et al. 2000) . For different particle acceleration model above a pulsar polar cap, the potential drop ∆V are much more different. And the particle acceleration models have been undergoing significant revision in the former works (Chen & Ruderman 1993; Zhang & Qiao 1996; Zhang & Cheng 1997; Harding & Muslimov 1998; Gil & Mitra 2001 , 2002 Wu et al. 2003) . In addition to this, there are also many other factors that would affect the position of pulsar death line, such as the configuration of surface magnetic field and EoS (Zhang 2003) .
With the development of the observational equipment, the number of new radio pulsars with a wide range of parameters dramatically increased. From optical to γ-ray, there exist plenty of observational phenomena leading to identifications of other classes of NSs have been identified, such as magnetars, X-ray dim isolated neutron stars (XDINS), central compact objects (CCOs) and Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs) (Kaspi 2010; Kaspi & Kramer 2016) . Some of them have precise measurements of P and P, and we plot them in Figure 1 with different symbols and colors.
Magnetars are assumed to be NSs that are powered by their strong magnetic field (Duncan & Thompson 1992) . Observationally, they have a rotational period in the range of 2 − 12s and their period derivative span a broader range from 10 −14 to 10 −10 . This scatter of period derivative results in a scatter of the characteristic magnetic field of magnetars from less than 10 13 G to higher than 10 15 G. They are young objects with characteristic ages from ∼ 10 3 yr to more than 10 7 yr (Tong 2016; Kaspi & Beloborodov 2017) . There are only four magnetars observed in radio band (Camilo et al. 2007; Levin et al. 2012) .
XDINSs are sub-classes of NSs because they are isolated neutron stars and with X-ray emission. The quasithermal X-ray emission of XDINSs are relatively low, great proximity, lack of radio counterpart, and relatively long periodicities (P = 3 − 11s). Timing observations of several objects have revealed that they are spinning down regularly, with typical inferred dipolar surface magnetic fields ∼ 1 − 3 × 10 13 G and characteristic ages of ∼ 1 − 4Myr (Haberl 2007; Kaplan & van Kerkwikj 2009 ). Up to now, no radio emission of XDINSs is detected. They are located in the upper right of the pulsar P− P diagram, between standard radio pulsars and magnetars.
CCOs are neutron-star-like objects at the centers of supernova remnants. Common properties for CCOs are characterized by steady flux, predominantly surface thermal X-ray emission, lack of a surrounding pulsar wind nebula, and absence of detection at any other wavelength (De Luca 2008; Gotthelf & Halpern 2009; Halpern & Gotthelf 2010) . Of the eight most secure CCOs, three are known to be neutron stars with spin periods of 0.105, 0.424, and 0.112s (Gotthelf et al. 2013) . Spin-down rate has been detected for three CCOs, and they are placed in the middle of the P − P diagram.
RRATs are a curious class of Galactic radio sources which characterized by strong radio bursts at repeatable dispersion measures, but not detectable using standard periodicity-search algorithms. Nevertheless, the observed pulses are inferred to occur at multiples with an underlying periodicity that is very radio-pulsar-like (McLaughlin et al. 2006; Keane & McLaughlin 2011) . Their periods distribute over a wide range, from 0.7s to 6.7s (Keane et al. 2010) . RRATs occupy the region partly coinciding with the main radio pulsar cloud in the P− P diagram (Figure 1 ), and partly extending towards longer spin periods and larger magnetic fields, but mainly fall into the end range of the conventional radio pulsars. Intermittent pulsars are having higher slow down rates in the on state (radio-loud) than in the off state (radio-quiet), and suggested to be part-time radio pulsars (Kramer et al. 2006) . Their nulling time scales are very long compared with that of the ordinary pulsars, radiation switching between the on state and the off state. Many models have been proposed for intermittent pulsars (Li 2006; Zhang & Gil 2007; Jones 2012; Li et al. 2014 ), but it is still an open question as to what is accounts for the on/off transition and why the rotation slows down faster when the pulsar is on than when it is off.
As discussed before, our knowledge about NSs increases a lot thanks to rapid development of observational technique during the past two decades. Radio pulsars are just one observational manifestation of NSs. Some other groups of the sources are lying above the death line but they are radioquiet, which are shown in Figure 1 , such as XDINSs, CCOs and some magnetars. Although none of the XDINSs and CCOs has been detected at radio frequencies, it does not necessarily mean that they have no radio emission. Some authors argued that XDINSs are actually radio pulsars viewed well off from the radio beam (Kaspi & Kramer 2016) . CCOs have no optical or radio counterpart or pulsar wind nebula, no radio emission are detected, beaming effect cannot explain this lack of radio emission, ultra low radio luminosities could. Besides beaming effect and ultra low radio luminosities, it seems going back to the basic concept of pulsar death line could help us to understand these phenomena from another perspective.
The standard definition of a death line implicitly assumes that pair formation is a necessary condition for pulsar radio emission and that pulsars become radio-quiet after crossing the death lines during their evolution from left to right in the P − P diagram. Obviously, this basic condition is not sufficient and functioning of radio pulsars may imply far more complex physical conditions. However, numerous theoretical attempts to produce satisfactory death lines implying even the basic necessary condition meets certain challenges (Harding & Muslimov 2001 , 2002 Usov 2002) . Most of previous works are mainly focussed on the configurations of surface magnetic field and the models for pair acceleration. Moreover, the potential drop ∆V, across an accelerator gap, is model dependent. Different particle acceleration model will change ∆V considerably and alter the death lines. The potential drop ∆V just a few 10 12 V (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975) , or has a weak dependence on Ω (Xu & Qiao 2001) . Meanwhile, a potential drop around 10 12 V is also a widely accepted result from the pulsar death line criterion (Zhang et al. 2000) . In order to minimize the underlying model assumptions, we assume a constant potential drop ∆V = 10 12 V in the polar cap accelerating region. As shown in Equation 1 and 2, the pulsar death line is also related to the moment of inertia of NS, which is determined by the EoS. By setting the constant potential drop ∆V, we only need to consider the dependence of pulsar death line on the EoS. Since the deconfinement transition from hadron matter into quark matter is possible at high density, one logically proposes that some pulsars could be strange stars(SSs). But it is still an open question whether these stars are NSs or SSs (Özel & Freire 2016) . The most convincing proof for a SS would come from a direct indication of the EoS, and we believe that pulsar death line might provided us the answer.
In this work, we are going to discuss the properties of death lines affect by EoSs without considering the magnetosphere and particle acceleration model. Observational constraints on EoSs are also considered. Furthermore, the possible connections between different kinds of NSs will also be discussed. In Section 2, we will introduce the significance of EoSs in astrophysics and the different pulsar death lines with the impacts of EoSs. Conclusion and discussion will be provided in Section 3.
EOS AND PULSAR DEATH LINE
The nature of matter at the inside of NS is one of the major unsolved problems in modern science, and this makes NS unparalleled laboratories for nuclear physics and quantum chromodynamics under extreme conditions (Glendenning 2000) . Consequently, measurements of the properties of NSs provide constraints on the physics of cold dense matter that complements the constraints obtained from nuclear physics experiments (Watts et al. 2016; Özel & Freire 2016; Lattimer et al. 2017) .
The most fundamental property of dense matter is the EoS, the pressure-density-temperature relation of bulk matter. Together with the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations, the EoS of NS matter determines the macroscopic properties of the stars and their masses and radii. In fact, solutions provide a unique map between the microscopic pressure-density relation(p−ǫ or p− ρ) and the macroscopic mass-radius (M − R) relation of the stars (Lindblom 1992) . This unique mapping can be used to infer the EoS from astrophysical measurements of their masses and radii (Watts et al. 2016 ). The cleanest constraints on the EoS to date are derived from radio pulsar timing, where the mass of NSs in compact binaries can be measured very precisely using relativistic effects (Lorimer 2008) . Finding the maximum mass of NSs provide additional direct constraints on the EoS. At a minimum, the EoSs that have maximum masses(≈ 2M ⊙ , up to now) that fall below the most massive NS can be ruled out Özel et al. 2010; Antoniadis et al. 2013) .
Generally, two categories of EoS were widely discussed, which can produce gravity-bound NS and self-bound SS (Glendenning 2000; Haensel et al. 2007 ). As shown in Figure 2 , the EoSs of self-bound SSs predicted M ∝ R 3 for low-mass pulsars, meanwhile the radius is smaller. Moreover, the minimum mass of self-bound SSs can reach as low as planet mass Horvath 2012 ), while the low-limit mass of gravity-bound NSs is about 0.1M ⊙ (Akmal & Pandharipande 1997; Glendenning 2000) . On the other hand, searching for very low mass pulsars is also an attractive method, because the EoS of self-bound SSs predicted distinct radii at low mass compared with ones by the EoSs of gravity-bound SSs (Li et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2017) . Thus, theoretical EoSs could be effectively tested from the accurate measurement of the radii for low-mass pulsars. In Figure 2 , we only showed the typical EoSs which have maximum mass larger than 2. (Glendenning 2000) , we calculated the NS moment of inertia by employing different EoSs, as shown in Figure 2 . The results are presented in Figure 3 . There is no obvious difference between the moment of inertia of NSs and SSs for both low and high mass. The distinction of moment of inertia between the large mass and small mass is very obvious.
As showed in Table 1 , we calculate different radii and moment of inertias of the given mass of NSs. We specified For the SSs, the radius increases with increasing mass. The smallest mass can be determined by the radius measurements. While measuring masses using radio pulsars are got precise results, measuring the radius is much more challenging and, with the methods currently in use, more model dependent. Current efforts to constrain the full M − R relation focus primarily on spectroscopic measurements of the surface emission from accreting NSs in quiescence, and when they exhibit thermonuclear (type I) x-ray bursts due to unstable nuclear burning in accreted surface layers (Özel & Freire 2016) . Most CCOs have thermal-like Xray emission, with blackbody temperatures in the range between 0.2 − 0.5keV, no evidence for additional non-thermal components and many of them have relatively good distance estimates, which is important for measuring the ra- dius (Gotthelf et al. 2013) . Better fit of the observation of CCOs in the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A show the effective temperature kT ∞ e f f ≈ 0.2keV, which require a small radius, R = 4 − 5.5km (Pavlov & Luna 2009 ). XDINSs are characterized by thermal spectra with a broad spectral feature in most of them, which also could be used to measure the radius. The fitted radiation radius of RX J0806.4ĺC4123 is about 3.5km, and it is suggested to be self-bound SS (Wang et al. 2017) . Assuming the thermal emission comes from the whole surface, we could set the smallest radius of the SSs at 4km in this work. The corresponding masses and moment of inertias are obtained by employing EoS named pMIT (Bhattacharyya et al. 2016 ), CDDM1 and CDDM2 (Li et al. 2016) , which are shown in Table 2 . For comparison, the mass of SSs are set as 0.03164M ⊙ , 0.02234M ⊙ , 0.01829M ⊙ , respectively (which is calculated from EoSs with R = 4km),
In Figure 4 and Figure 5 , we plot the pulsar death lines for different mass of NSs and SSs with constant potential drop (∆V = 10 12 V) and the maximum one defined in Equation 1. From top to bottom, the mass of the corresponding pulsar death line increases. For the same mass of NSs or SSs, death lines with different EoSs shows no obvious diversity with each others. The region of death lines of SS spreads wider than NS. The death lines of NSs and SSs do not have obvious difference while the mass is larger than 1.0M ⊙ . Meanwhile, most of the sources are above the death lines. In Figure 4 , the long period (8.5s) pulsar PSR J2144-3933 is located beyond the death line, but closest to the death lines for 2.0M ⊙ . PSR J2144-3933 just crosses the death lines with 2.0M ⊙ in Figure 5 . The obvious distinctions of the pulsar death line are for the smallest mass of NS and SS. In the following of this work, we focus on the pulsar death line with the smallest mass of NSs and SSs.
In Figure 4 , most of magnetars and XDINSs are above the death lines, and some of them are close to the death lines. In Figure 5 , all of the XDINSs are below or across the death lines, which agrees with the observational facts Table 2 . The radius and moment of inertia for the specific mass of SSs with EoSs named pMIT, CDDM1 and CDDM2. The EoS named pMIT are recovered from Bhattacharyya et al. (2016) , EoSs named CDDM1 and CDDM2 are get from Li et al. (2016) . The smallest mass is got with the best fit small radius of CCO.
0 that XDINSs do not have detect radio emission until now. All of the radio-loud magnetars are above the death lines. And some of the radio-quiet magnetars are below the death lines. For the CCOs, in the NS case (Figure 4 ), all of them are above the death lines. And in the case of SS (Figure 5 ), they are near or below the death lines. RRATs are located around the normal pulsars, dispersed on the both side of the death lines. All of the intermittent pulsars are above the death lines for both NSs and SSs.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Pulsars could radiate radio and high energy photons. There must be certain kinds of particle acceleration and radiation mechanisms in the pulsar magnetosphere. Previous studies showed that different polar gap models and geometry of the magnetic field will result in different pulsar death lines (Harding & Muslimov 2002; Zhang et al. 2000; Wu et al. 2003) . Moreover, the potential drop across the accelerator and maximum potential drop are relying on the moment of inertia and radius of the stars (Xu & Qiao 2001) , to some degree. The M-R relations of the NS and SS are different, especially at low mass. EoSs affect the location of the pulsar death line in the P − P diagram. The results show that different EoSs results in different pulsar death lines.
In Figure 2 and Figure 3 , we plotted the mass-radius and moment of inertia-mass curves with different EoSs. NSs and SSs differentiated from each other at the low mass region, due to the radius of self-bound SS is increasing with mass but gravity bound NS do not. Moreover, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that the death lines of SS spread larger areas than that of NS. Particularly, the location of pulsar death lines with the smallest mass of SS is much higher than others. Comparing with Figure 4 , the distribution of sources, such as magnetars, XDINSs, CCOs, RRATs, is much more different for the death line with the smallest mass of SS. Magnetars have X-ray luminosity as high as 10 35 erg s −1 , and their strong surface dipole field may lie in the range of 10 13 − 10 15 G. And four of the magnetars are detected in the radio band. XDINSs are nearby sources with surface dipole field around 10 13 G, very faint X-ray emission and without radio activities. In Viganò et al. (2013) , the authors studied magneto-thermal evolution of isolated neutron stars. In this model, magnetars evolve and their magnetic fields dissipate, their observational properties (both timing and luminosities) appear compatible with those of the XDINSs. They suggested that XDINSs are supposed to be dead magnetars. In addition to these, two magnetars may have passive fallback disks (Wang et al. 2006; Ertan et al (2014) interpret that XDINSs have gone through a past accretion phase with spin-down and emerged in their current state. In Figure 5 , we could find that the radio-loud magnetars are above the death line. Meanwhile, all of the XDINSs and some radio-quiet magnetars are below the death line. There might be some links between XDINSs and magnetars. We could suggest that XDINSs might be the result of magnetars evolution, even could be dead magnetars. From the study of pulsar death lines, the results here are in line with these previous speculations. Furthermore, well fitted spectra would provide the radii of the sources. The fitted radiation radius of RX J0806.4ĺC4123 is about 3.5km, and it could be a low-mass SS candidate (Wang et al. 2017) .
CCOs are known as well-fitted surface thermal X-ray emission and without emissions in the radio band. Due to its particular properties of thermal X-ray emission, CCOs are useful targets for measuring the temperatures and radii of the pulsars. The apparent blackbody radii of CCOs are only about a few kilometers, which is significantly smaller than the 10 − 15km canonical NS radii. The better fitted radius of CCO we used in this work are R = 4 − 5.5km. Actually, some of CCOs with well fitted blackbody radii are much smaller than we used here (data can be found from Viganò et al. (2013) and Table in Potekhin et al. (2015) , as well as from www.neutronstarcooling.info). In Figure 5 , the CCOs are near to or below the death line for smaller mass of self-bound SS. The CCOs supposed to be low mass SSs. Moreover, it is suggested that the radio-quiet CCO, 1E 1207.4-5209, could be a low mass bare strange star with a radius of a few kilometers according to its peculiar timing behavior (Xu 2005) . If the smallest mass or radius of pulsars are detected in future, we also could suggest that they should be SSs. Well determined fitting model and sufficient observational data of thermal X-ray emissions would allow us to learn more about these thermal emitting sources.
RRATs generally have longer periods than those of the normal pulsar population, and several have high magnetic fields, similar to those other neutron star populations like the X-ray bright magnetars. However, some of the RRATs have spin-down properties very similar to those of normal pulsars, making it difficult to determine the cause of their unusual emission and possible evolutionary relationships between them and other classes of neutron stars. In the wind braking model (Kou & Tong 2015; Tong & Kou 2017) , as the pulsar tends to death, the radio emission will not stop immediately, the pulsar will be observed if the condition of electron pair production is met. Moreover, Zhang & Gil (2007) suggested that the RRATs as well as the nulling pulsar and intermittent pulsars are located slightly below the death line and become occasionally active only when the conditions for pair production and coherent emission are satisfied. In Figure 5 , RRATs are dispersed on the both side of the death line for small mass SS. We might take RRATs as neutron stars on the verge of death.
PSR J2144-3933 is a radio-loud pulsar with long period of 8.5s (Young et al. 1999) , and located far beyond all conventional death lines. And it seems to challenge the emission models. Many works discussed this problem by considering different types of the acceleration models (Zhang et al. 2000; Gil & Mitra 2001) . In Figure 4 and 5, this pulsar is closed to and just cross to the pulsar death lines for 2.0M ⊙ . In the traditional radio emission model, we could suggested that PSR J2144-3933 may has a high mass, which would be larger than 2.0M ⊙ .
As discussed in Section 2, constraints on EoSs will give us more informations about the pulsar death line which would help us to understand the observational properties of various classes of neutron stars. The maximum and minimum mass of the NSs measured from observational data provides additional direct constraints on the EoS, and the moment of inertia is a powerful probe of its internal structure and its EoS (Lattimer & Schutz 2005; Raithel et al. 2016) . The dense matter EoS is the main scientific objective for a number of different telescopes over the next decade, operating in very different wavebands, such as the Square Kilometer Array (SKA, Bourke et al. 2015) , the Five hundred meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST, Nan et al. 2011) , Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer Mission (NICER, Gendreau et al. 2012) , Enhanced X-ray Timing and Polarization mission (eXTP, Zhang et al. 2016) etc. For pulsar death lines, if the moment of inertia of the pulsar is well measured, they will provide a new avenue into our understandings of the pulsar death line. Till now, the most precise measurement of the mass of compact objects is in the binary systems, and isolated objects are very difficult to determine their masses. In this work, we used the X-ray luminosity to estimate the radii of the compact objects. The emission area which could only give us a lower limit of the surface area of the star. Comparing current radius measurements with those obtained from other techniques will further reduce the uncertainties in the NS radii. In this work, the pulsar death line is discussed with multi-wavelength observational properties, such as radio, X-ray. We expect that multiple observational facts would combine with each other to help us know more about pulsars.
